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2017 ACDHA Meeting Plans

October 1 9, 201 7 - Thursday

6:00 pm - Meet & Greet / Dinner - all @ Los Compadres Restaurant
<private banquet room>

October 20, 201 7 - Friday
*FREE Breakfast @ Hotel
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9:00 am - Annual Business Meeting
1 2:00 NOON - "Working Lunch" served
5:00 pm - Meeting Dismissed
6:00 pm - Bonfire / Supper @ Bradford Ranch
October 21 , 201 7 - Saturday

8:00 am - 11 :00 am - Meet the Bradford Creams and enjoy some
fellowship.

11 :00 am - 2:00 pm - FREE TIME (grab some lunch, shop Lebanon's
Outlet Mall, etc. and freshen up for a night in Nashville!)

2:00 pm - Leave the Hotel parking lot in Lebanon and travel to Downtown
Nashville.*Walk around and look at the sights and hear the music!
*Visit Savannah's Candy Kitchen and SEE how the candy is made and of
course, SAMPLE a few sweet treats!

cont. on page 3
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Springtime is all around us out West, and all around this amazing Country, so it’s once again time for all of us
to fill our calendars with a fresh Season of activities with the Creams. This year looks very promising for the
Equine world, as Drafts in the marketplace appear to be in good demand. This can help us grow our ACDHA
herd to a new level if we will capitalize on this opportunity.
Two things are needed to make it all work successfully. The first part we have control over, that is simply
getting as many of our Mares covered this Spring as is possible. We need a much bigger Inventory of Creams
to supply this active Market. As we all know, very few new Cream owners stop with only one horse, so
breeding & selling a horse not only helps build up the ACDH herd, it also grows the entire ACDHA Assoc.
We’ve weathered several years of a soft economy that made it difficult to sell a colt or filly, but we’ve turned
the corner and our new problem will be in providing enough horses for excited buyers. The second key to
success is a strong sales program. Toward this, the ACDHA website has been under reconstruction and will
be active shortly. The ACDHA Facebook page has been a good resource for exposing the breed at a variety
of events all around the Country.
Bringing our horses out in front of the Public is the most effective way to promote sales as potential owners
get to see them in action in a lot of different disciplines, and often have the opportunity to get close enough to
smell, touch or even hug a Cream. It’s become apparent after several years living and working with these
wonderful horses, that several attributes make the Cream unique from all other Draft breeds and are a brand
that marks the entire Herd: The striking appearance and color of their eyes, coat, mane & tail. They are very
athletic and extremely versatile and capable of working in a wide variety of Equine disciplines. They are
forward going & fast trotting, yet very light on their feet. (Not ground pounders, these are coaching horses).
Their sweet disposition with people (pocket horses) The American Cream Draft Horse is much more than an
ordinary plow horse. They’re the Mercedes Benz SUV of Drafts.
By properly branding our horses it will help future marketing efforts and build a following of enthusiastic
ACDHA owners and Associate members. The Spanish & Gypsy horse breeds are doing a splendid job with
the presentation of those breeds; take a look at their Websites. Cream Drafts are diamonds in the rough that
polished properly, will radiate brilliance across the land. Please send in photos or video of your horse in
action at events (parades, showing, riding, packing, driving, jumping, dressage, etc.) Include short captions
about the outing so we can build up the brand in our media efforts.
John Schwartzler--President

201 5 ACDHA Membership Dues
Send to Nancy Lively, Secretary by June 30th
1 93 Crossover Road * Bennington. VT 05201
Member’s Name and Address:___________________________________________
Number of Voting Members:
Amount: $
Dues Renewal only:
Number of Associate Members:
$25 per member
Amount: $
$25 per associate member
Check #________ MAKE CHECK TO ACDHA
Amount Enclosed_________
Update e-mail address for ACDHA records
______________________@_________________
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201 7 ACDHA Meeting (continued)
6:00 pm - George Jones Museum & Restaurant (Have Dinner and tour the museum if you like. There is a
roof top bar which has a wonderful view of the city. There will be live music, usually in the restaurant, for
"easy" country music listening. It's nice and appropriate - not a loud concert!) The restaurant provides a
family style atmosphere.
Travel back to Lebanon, when finished (about a 30 minute drive).
October 22, 201 7 - Sunday

8:00 am - Shoney's Breakfast Buffet <eat in private banquet room>
9:30 am - LEAVE for Cowboy Church
1 0:00 am - Mending Fences Cowboy Church in Lebanon
1 2:00 NOON , Following Church - meet at Ryan's in Lebanon for traditional Sunday lunch on the buffet <eat
in private banquet room>

FREE TIME or maybe DEPARTURE TIME
****For anyone staying until Monday, possibly get together again Sunday evening. TBA
****We have scheduled meals where private banquet rooms are available so that presentations, speeches,
awards, etc. may be given. If you need special tables or displays ready, please let us know and we can
have them prepared for you.
****If anyone plays a guitar, please bring it to play around the bonfire.
****There are many kinds of TOURS available in Nashville, beginning at about $30 PER TICKET / PER
PERSON and going up to $1 00 PER TICKET / PER PERSON. If anyone wishes for us to schedule some of
these tours, please let us know. Tickets must be purchased in advance. You may check out what is
available by searching on the internet for NASHVILLE TOURS / SHOWS.
The Hotel we are working with is the HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS in Lebanon. It is located on the main drag,
Cumberland. It is directly beside LOS COMPADRES RESTAURANT within a very short and safe walking
distance.
I have negotiated a deal to get a block of rooms at $11 9 EACH, with regular price being $1 80 for that time
of year. WITH THE BLOCK OF ROOMS, WE ARE GETTING TO USE THE CONFERENCE ROOM ON
FRIDAY FOR OUR MEETING. The Conference Room is $250 per day WITHOUT the block of rooms. The
Conference Room has a LCD PROJECTOR AND SCREEN, if anyone wants to show a presentation,
photos, videos, etc. from your laptop or I-Pad.
The Hotel WILL allow a "Working Lunch" to be brought in.
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Triple Springs Link To George
Entered this world on
August 23, 201 3,
wobbly-legged and
wild with wonder. He
quickly learned to
love life at home –
Triple Springs Farm
– in Dillwyn, VA. His
days were filled with
sunshine and
happiness, grazing and playing on the 80
acres along side his fellow American Creams.
Baby George
grew quickly,
full of zest, and
with a twinkle
in his eye and
a bounce in his
step. He was
smart, willing, kind, sweet and gorgeous. He
was sold in October 201 4 to the promise of
big things, to a life filled with adventure and
pageantry. He was destined for Greatness.
Sadly, George’s promising
life was not meant to be.
Instead of cheers and
applause, he was faced
with sadness and pain. His
bony frame, badly
sunburned, covered in
scabs and sores, drudged
on from day-to-day,
dangerously approaching
the point of no return. With love and
determination, along with the help of many,
and by the Grace of God, Roy and Cheryl
Martin were able to rescue their grand horse
and save him from a most inevitable end. A
two month, intensive, rescue and
rehabilitation was warranted, and finally, mid-

September, George was
strong enough for the trip
home to Virginia. What a
happy day at the Farm to
have him step off that trailer
to safety!!
The fall was filled with
special diets, reassuring
care and unconditional
love. The original bonds
that the Martin’s shared
with George were quickly
restored, and
improvements could be
seen daily, weekly, monthly.
Slowly, his sunken bones
began to fill in; his dull coat
regained its previous luster;
his broken spirit began to
mend; and his trusting eye,
once again, gleamed with
the passion for life.
George has experienced
more in his short, three and
a half years than some
horses ever will in a
lifetime. He has seen the
very best, and sadly, the
very worst, that mankind
can offer.
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Thankfully, his story has a happy ending.
He will forever stay at Triple Springs
Farm, spending his days trail riding,
helping to raise new babies as they arrive,
munching his way from pasture to
pasture, in blissful contentment.

written by Trichelle R. Stone
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“AMERICAN CREAMS AT HORSE PROGRESS DAYS IN LEOLA, PA
JUNE 30TH AND JULY 1 ST, 201 7”
COME SEE US
There will be a team of "Creams" working at Progress Days. David and Nancy
Lively will travel from Bennington, VT to put on an exhibition you won't want to
miss. Don't forget to stop in to our ACDHA booth which will be located with the
vendors. There will be information and merchandise available.
DON'T LOOK A GIFT HORSE
IN THE MOUTH?
Make sure your new horse has the proper
documention so you can transfer or
register with the association .
The association is the place that keeps
track of our ACD's so we don't loose this
breed altogether.
This American originial is worth saving.

NEW MEMBER
Danielle C. and Christian Evans
P.O. Box 677
North Apollo, PA 1 5673
E-mail:
dani@daniandchristian.com
Phone: 41 2-956-2668
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Keeping up with Kerrie Beckett in Maine

MerEquus Equine Rescue & Sanctuary Update
NEW RESCUE– MEET GUINNESS (gelding)
In September, we were contacted by a lady in California that knew of a Cream gelding in a bad situation. She was
also aware that the facility this gelding was at was about to go into foreclosure. She did not own this horse, but was
a Good Samaritan and had been caring for him (farrier work, dentist, grooming, attention, etc.). She was able to
get the facility’s owner to sign the horse over to her (she became legal owner). In turn she gifted the gelding to the
rescue, with the firm agreement that he would get a loving forever home.
In steps Angela to help us out. As one of our mottos states: “it will take a village to save these Creams”.
Angela drove down to get the gelding, and drove back the next day; a 1 6 hour trip that included crossing the
Golden Gate Bridge with a horse trailer and pony in tow. Luckily for ALL parties, Guinness had a temporary job
made just for him. He was going to be Moose’s buddy for the winter. That would buy us some time to do his
evaluation and find him a forever home. We are still working on that part.
We believe Guinness is a Cream, but we will know for sure once we get the DNA test results back. He is around 1 0
years old and I believe about 1 5.2 hands. He has had limited training, but has a very docile personality, and is not
spooky at all. He has had a saddle on him, but just doesn’t understand what he is supposed to do next. He gets
along great with any horse he has been put in with, including mares, geldings, and young stallions apparently. He
is UTD on vaccinations and coggins as of late 201 6, and is fat and happy.
Let us know if you are interested or have questions about this boy. MerEquus will consider applications if anyone is
interested in adopting this gelding. We will post results from tests once we get them.

Right photo is Guinness and his buddy Moose, Angela’s stud colt.
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IDAHO IVY – UPDATE

• Idaho Ivy was secured (so would not ship to slaughter) on 07 December,
201 5.
• She was held at the feedlot (Steve Hatcher) until weather and transport
could safely move her.
• She was picked up by transporters on 22 December, 201 5 (snow storm
postponed the pick-up scheduled on 1 8th).
• Ivy went down in the trailer during transport, and they were not able to get
her up. The vet was called and she was taken to the emergency equine
hospital. She remained there for 5 weeks under emergency care.
• We started playing detective right away, to find any clues to her identity.
• Ivy was held at a boarders (vet tech) for 4 months to gain strength and
weight, to be able to travel.

Ivy enjoying time on the pasture.

• Ivy was picked up on 1 6 April ’1 6, and transported to Michigan. Thank you Warhorse Transport!
• In Michigan, she had an extended layover at her foster parent’s home – “thank you” to the Engels!! Ivy made
friends, enjoyed some green grass, felt loving hands and kind words from the Engels.
• Sue noticed a brand on Ivy’s right hip, so detective work was started to identify the brand.
• Likely identification of Ivy’s dam: Ostella's Old Dan's Goldie (Oliver's) - 353
• In July, she had an asthma attack and was rushed into emergency as she was not able to breathe.
• On 09 October, 201 6, Ivy was loaded in the trailer, and Sue and Ryan began their journey to Maine. The crew
arrived tired, but they made it safely and successfully!

October 2016 to Current (March 2017):
In October, it was determined that it was now or never to transport Ivy one last time - to Maine. Weather was cool
and no snow to speak of, yet! Sue loaded Ivy in the trailer, we all crossed our fingers and we hoped for the best.
When they arrived in the driveway, Ivy was still standing!! Thank you for the generosity of Sue and Larry Engel,
and our driver, Ryan Bazant!
After a couple days here, Ivy made the decision that she was home. She settled right in and seemed comfortable.
We later moved into the main barn and introduced her to my Sweet Violet, as they would be sharing a paddock
area, unlimited hay, green grass, and endless loving.
Intimidated by pretty much everything, including the pitchfork or the muck bucket in her stall, Ivy definitely was
untrusting. If you moved too quickly, she would bolt out of the stall. So it was time to show Miss Ivy that we were
only here to love her and help her feel better. So we took that pitchfork right to her! The fork end of it that is! And
scratched all of her itches and massaged every inch of herQ that lip curled like no other I have ever seen before,
and she nearly fell over! It took about 3 days until she realized that if you came into the barn it meant that she
would get loved on! This means I have created a true Cream monster. You cannot get a single chore done without
“the” Cream interruption, stand in the way, nose in your pocket, lean against you, etcQ
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Miss Ivy is doing GREAT!! She is trusting her favorite people, but still shy with new people, and gaining weight.
She is also enjoying the other ponies, well – most of them (she has her eye on Wizard)!

FOSTER – ADOPT – SURRENDER: Please note – if you are interested in fostering, adopting or even
surrendering a Cream, there is a form for that. If you would care to fill out a form and have it kept on file, I am
happy to do that for you. But please be advised, no Cream will go to a home that does not have the proper
paperwork completed, checked, and verified. If an adoption fee corresponds to a Cream being adopted, that
business will need to be taken care of initially. Adoption fees are often assigned based on a thorough
evaluation of the horse, and what is determined appropriate for a particular horse.
Rescue Creams are JUST as fantastic as the rest!! A pony (1 4h, 2 yr old filly) that is abandoned at the
rescueQ.. CAN and does blossom into a beautiful 1 6.2 h mare that is stunning! And she is registered to
boot!

THE EXPENSES OF RESCUING: The cost of owning a horse differs dramatically depending on where you

live. And when running a rescue, you typically have additional expenses that the average horse owners do not,
including but not limited to, hired transportation costs (drafts are about $2/mile), significant vet and medical costs
(rescues generally do not come in healthy or vetted), higher food bills (they can also be quite thin), corrective
farrier work, training, etc.
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As we are growing in horse numbers here at MerEquus, we have already lost our hay field for the needed space
(granted it was smaller, but it was something). This means not only buying more fencing for the field, but now having
to also buy more hay. Hay in Maine is ridiculous due to last summer’s drought, and is as high as $8 for a 40 pound
square bale - if you can find it at all! Well, you can do the math, if you do the rule of thumb that each horse eats 200
bales per year that adds up fast! (I do not have the means to feed round bales here, but they are also expensive
here.)
We stated at the onset of this adventure that it would take a village to save the Creams. In order to make this work, I
will need to call upon the Cream Community to show their support. This endeavor has cost us big bucks - money
going out and very little coming in. I am not making ANY money with this venture, BELIEVE me. I do not take short
cuts with the horses here. I will not deny them any care that they might require. But if I do not have the means to
stop another one from going to slaughter, it will be a very sad day indeed. Please consider donating to the rescue;
you can specify any particular area you would like the funds to be used (vet/medical, auction securing, hay/food
fund, etc.).

DONATE: If you would like to donate to help us continue this effort, we would greatly appreciate that help. We have
various ways to donate, including the Donate link through the webpage at www.MerEquusEquine.org, PayPal
(MerEquusEquine@gmail.com), and PO Box 7, Poland ME 04274.
Reminder: If anyone feeds Nutrena feeds (e.g., Safechoice) and/or Tribute (in the Midwest), we collect Proof of
Purchase labels. We are part of the non-profit rebate programs for these feeds. Please contact me for more
information. Thank you, every little bit does help!

MICROCHIPS: Please remember that microchips are still available for members at no charge (except S/H). Only
a handful of members have taken advantage of this offer so far, so there are plenty still available. This is the best
way for Creams to have permanent identification.
Several organizations are requiring that horses will have to be microchipped prior to registration and/or
competition by 201 8, including the Jockey Club and USEF. Our Association is not unique in recommending
microchips for our horses. However, we are unique in initially offering them free to our membership thanks to
Clair Rierson. Additionally, we are unique in having a rare and critically endangered breed we are trying to save.
This alone should make you WANT to microchip your horses for their safety and identification!
Note: There have been several unidentified Creams “found” over the last year, 2 in California in roughly the last
month. We are still finding numerous undocumented Creams throughout the country. Thank you to those of you
finding and offering homes for these horses. Please keep your Cream safe, MICROCHIP them for the long haul –
you NEVER know what might happen.
Please contact me and/or fill out and return the request form to PO Box 7, Poland, ME 04274 or email the
completed form to me at MerEquusEquine@gmail.com. For more information visit: www.MerEquusEquine.org.
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From Wendell Lupkes (Maggie's father):
I had a meeting with a land owner regarding
drainage issues downstream from a project we
are working on. The land owner asked his state
senator to attend the meeting, and at the end of
the meeting I shared with him the idea my
daughter came up with, to make the American
Cream Draft Horse the State Horse of Iowa. Iowa
does not currently have a state horse, so we'll
see if this goes through without a lot of
discussion.

Letter Maggie sent to the Iowa Legislature on March 9, 2017

Greetings,
My name is Maggie Lupkes, a 9th grader at
Columbus High School, and I'm writing on behalf of a
proposed bill in the Iowa legislature. The bill is to
acknowledge the American Cream Draft Horse as the
state horse of Iowa.
A few years ago, watching horse shows at the Iowa
State Fair, I noticed there weren't any Creams being
shown. Upon further research, I found that there was no
specific class for the Creams because the Fair
Commission did not recognize the American Cream
Draft Horse. I was then puzzled by the fact that the Iowa
State Fair did not acknowledge the only breed of horses
that originated in Iowa.
The Creams descended from a mare named Old
Granny, sold at a farm sale in Story County, Iowa in
1 911 . In testing the horses' genetics, the Creams stand
apart from other Draft Horse breeds. The Cream traits
are very rare and the American Cream Association is
doing their best to preserve them.
The breed is very closely associated with Iowa's rural
identity, as horses played a key role in farming, before
tractors. The Creams are a very unique part of Iowa's
agricultural history that not many people know about.
Please consider supporting the joint
resolution to adopt the American Cream Draft Horse as
the official state horse of Iowa.
Respectfully,
Maggie Lupkes
For additional information, please visit: www.acdha.org

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 1 0
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BY SENATOR DANIELSON
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION
A Joint Resolution designating the American cream draft horse as the official state
horse for the State of Iowa.
WHEREAS, the American cream draft horse is the only draft horse breed native to
the United States; and
WHEREAS, the American cream draft horse is a breed that traces its bloodline back
to a mare named “Old Granny”, which is believed to have been foaled in Iowa around
the turn of the last century, first appearing in records from a farm sale in Story county,
Iowa, in 1 911 ; and
WHEREAS, the breed was recognized by the Iowa department of agriculture in
1 950, based on a 1 948 recommendation by the national stallion enrollment board; and
WHEREAS, in 1 944, the American cream horse association of America was
chartered, the culmination of almost 40 years of interest in creating a new breed of
American draft horse; and
WHEREAS, in 1 993, members of the organization voted to amend the organization’s
articles of incorporation to change its name to the American cream draft horse
association; and
WHEREAS, the American cream draft horse is immediately identifiable by its cream
coat, pink skin, and amber-colored eyes, specific traits of the famous champagne
dilution gene; and
WHEREAS, in 1 990, genetic testing found that, compared with other draft breeds
and based upon gene marker data, the American cream draft horse formed a distinct
group within the draft horses; and
WHEREAS, the breed is closely associated with Iowa’s farming heritage —— having
a wide chest; sloping shoulders; a short, strong back; well-muscled hindquarters with
strong, well-proportioned legs set well apart; strong hooves; and a gentle
disposition; NOW THEREFORE,
BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF IOWA:
Section 1 . STATE HORSE DESIGNATED. The American cream draft horse is
designated and shall be officially known as the state horse of Iowa.
Sec. 2. APPROPRIATE REPRESENTATIONS. The director of the department of
cultural affairs shall cooperate with the American cream draft horse association to
obtain appropriate pictures and other representations of the American cream draft
horse and shall display the pictures and representations in an appropriate place in the
state historical museum.
Sec. 3. OFFICIAL REGISTER. The editor of the Iowa official register shall
cooperate with the American cream draft horse association to include an appropriate
picture and commentary of the American cream draft horse in the Iowa official register
along with the pictures of the state rock, state flower, state bird, and state tree.
EXPLANATION
The inclusion of this explanation does not constitute agreement with
the explanation’s substance by the members of the general assembly.
This joint resolution designates the American cream draft horse as the official state
horse of Iowa. The director of the department of cultural affairs is required to obtain
pictures and other appropriate representations of the American cream draft horse and
display the pictures and information in the state historical museum. The editor of the
Iowa official register is required to include in the Iowa official register a picture of the
American cream draft horse along with pictures of the state rock, state bird, state tree,
and state flower.

